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PICTURESQUE, THE SUBLIME AND THE BEAUTIFUL

A monochrome drawing of the Langdale Pikes from Elterwater, made by Gainsborough
during his visit to the Lakes in 1783. Illustrated The Drawings of Thomas Gainsborough.John
Hayes, 1970. Fig. 179.
A New Method of A55uting in Drawing Original Compositions of Landscape. By Alexander Cozens
(1785 or 1786).
There are 22 water-colour drawings of the Lake District made by John Constable in \806
in the Victoria and Alben Museum. They are views in the neighbourhood of Keswick,
Borrowdale and Thirlmere. He also visited Langdale.
The Salmon Leap,Jrorn Ponl Aberglaslyn. 1777. Pen and water-colour. Private collection.
Mer de Glace from lhe Monlonvers. \781. Pen and water-colour. Illustrated in Mounlain
Holidays. Janet Adam Smith. \946.
The Source of the Arveiron: Mont Blanc in the background. \781. Victoria and Alben Museum.
The Source of the Arveiron, 178\. Oppe collection.
Both pen and water-colour drawings are of the Argentiere Glacier. \ t is not Mont Blanc
in the background.
Stonth Heights (formerly known as Plinlimmon). Water-colour. Ginin collection.
A Vo)'age Round GreaL Britain, undertaken in tht)'ear 1817, ... by Richard Ayton. \814-25.308
coloured aquatints, drawn and engraved by William Daniel!.
The Northern Carnbrian Mountains, or a Tour Through North Wales. 1817. 30 coloured
aquatints from drawings by Thomas Compton.
Scenery of the Grampian Mountaill5; JIIustrated by Forty-one Plales representing the Principal Hills
... diversified by Lakes and Rivers . .. by George Fennel Robson. 18\9. Coloured aquatints.
Views of the Lake and Vale of Keswick. 1820. Twelve aquatints by William Westal!. Coloured
and uncoloured editions.
A Picturesque Tour of the English Lakes . .. JIIustraled with Forty-Eight Coloured Views (aquatints),
drawn by Mes5T5. T. H. Fieldingandj. Wallon ... , 1821.
Cumberland, Westmorland, and Lancashire illustrated . .. , \822. 44 aquatints. Coloured and
uncoloured editions.
One of these water-colours of the Mer de Glace, 1802, was illustrated in colour AJ 84.
Modem Painters. By John Ruskin. Vo!. I, 1843, Vo!. 2, 1846, Vols. 3 and 4, 1856, Vo!. 5,
1860.
Ruskin was elected to the Alpine Club in 1869. He resigned in 1882. There are several
mountain drawings by Ruskin in the Alpine Club collection.

Editor's Note
This article has been adapted from the running commentary which accompanied more than
sixty mountain pictures shown at the meeting of the Club on 18 May 1979, in the hope of
making it intelligible with less lavish illustration.

Kangchenjunga South and Central 1978
Marek Malatyilski
(Translation: Andrzej Kus)

Preface
The purpose or this third Polish expedition I to the Nepal Himalaya organized by
the Polski Klub G6rski was to climb Kangchenjunga South (8490 m) and possibly
Central (8496m), the highest virgin summits in the world:
The expedition scaled Kangchenjunga South on 19 May 1978, the summit team
consisting or Eugeniusz Chrobak and Wojciech Wr6i., and later the Central Summit
on 22 May 1978, where Wojciech Branski, Andrzej Heinrich and Kazimierz W.
Glech reached the top.
The idea or a Polish Himalayan expedition with the purpose or ascending an
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unclimbed subsidiary summit of an 8-thousander originated among the members
of the Polski Klub Gorski just·after the successful Kangbachen expedition in 1974.
In the application to the Nepal authorities were listed Everest, Kangchenjunga
South and Lhotse. After receiving permission for Lhotse we started seriou
preparations in April 1977. In OctOber 1977 we got a second permission for
Kangchenjunga, which was made acces ible for expeditions for the first time for 22
years.
Approach march
All the expedition members, 23 Polish, 2 Americans and Sherpas gathered in
Dharan Bazar on 15 March 1978. From here the cara an of 300 poners set out
towards Yalung Valley, where the Base Camp wa to be established at the glacier
beneath the Kangchenjunga Massif. After reaching Yamphodin, the last permanent
village on our route, the porters went on strike and were dismissed, new local
poners being engaged. During the next fev" days continuous rain and snow-fall
made the conditions of our approach march very difficult and this reduced the
number of poner to 80 men. From now on the caravan started to carry the loads in
'pendulum sy tem', repeating each day's stage several times. The stages were
shonened due to bad weather and snow. Each expedition member was compelled
to carry loads for many times and only after 44 days did all the luggage I'each Base
Camp.
Mountain action
This staned before the caravan ended. The first reconnaissance party of 6 members
including Chrobak, Heinrich, Olech, Olszewski, Sobolewski and Wroi. moved from
Ramser up the Yalung Glacier on 8 April to prepare the Base Camp and find the
rOute towards Kangchenjunga South. They reached Base Camp after 2 days and
reconnoitred the lower pans of the S ridge of the mountain. The serious difficulties
of this ridge and the lack of equipment due to delays on the approach march
excluded the possibility of climbing by this route. They decided then to build up the
route of the expedition as the first conquerors via the 'Great Shelf- a huge
snow-field in the SW [ace of the Kangchenjunga Massif, at a height of 7200 to
8000m approximately. As a result of this decision, we were obliged to shift the Base
Camp to a new place on the orographically right side of the Yalung Glacier
(5200m). In the meantime the reconnaissance party established Advance Base Camp
on the site of the British Expedition's 1955 Base Camp and continued the ascent up
10 Camp I (6200m), which was set up on 16 April.
The climb led through the snow-face to the right of a huge serac zone up to the
'Hump' ridge, a horizontal pitch of a great spur coming down from Yalung Kang
(8433m). This is the right-hand edge of a big ice-fall flowing down from the Great
Shelf. The route to Camp I was safeguarded with 600m of fixed ropes. The
reconnaissance team then went a few hundred metres up the 'Hump' and put fixed
ropes on the 150m descent leading down to the snowy cwm separating the lower
and upper pan of the ice-fall.
The stOcking of Base Camp continued but the pairs Branski-Klaput, RogalskiMalatyllski and Brady-Serafin now set out with provisions to Camp I. In the
reconnaissance pany A, Sobolewski was exchanged for the Sherpa Lhakpa Gyala.
On 24 April this pany marked the route on the 700m high face built of snow and
ice right of the fractured upper pan of the ice-fall and put in fixed ropes. In the
middle of the face they established Camp 2 (6450m) under a big serac. Three days
44
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latcr Chrobak, Wr6Z an I Lhakpa climbed the upper pan of the facc and pitched the
fit'st tem of Camp 3 (7150111) on a snow-field just under the edge of the Great Shelf.
The enlargement and provisioning of Camps 2 and 3 wa accomplished t.Ogether by
Jana -KJaput-Malatyn ki and Bratiski-Rogalski-Serafin. On 30 April the team
Heinrich-Oleeh-Olsze,,' ki coming up from the Base was joined by Malatyn ki and
secured the route between Camps 2 and 3 by fixing over OOm of rope.
After having safeguarded the route via the edge of the reat helf, we taned in
the beginning of May the preparations for the ummit al.laek on Kangchenjunga
outh. It was planned that several transporting and supporting team hould go Out
f..om Base and, after establishing Camp 4, that the ummit aseem hould be made
by Chrobak-Wroz, the climber who welll highest on K-2 in 1976. The majority of
climbers had a relatively shon period of acclimatization, but the leader Piotr
Mlotecki accepred this plan, expecting at least to gain the chance for early
establishing of Camp 4. Between 5 and 8 May several rope teams compo.ed of
Chrobak, Wroz, Lhakpa. Heinrieh, Oleeh, Olszewski, Janas, Serafin and
chnlal'j,ki had tr<l\Tr cd the reat Shelf and reached "'ith loads the mouth 01 a
great now\' couloir coming from the face of Kangchenjunga outh. There on a
~helf dug in ice under the rocks \ a pitched the single telll of amp 4 f7600m);
about 500111 of fi. cd rope were arranged below, It "'as illlended to allack the
summit via the now Ramp running right up 10 the S bUllre s. Chrobak and
Heinrich put the ropes up to thi buttress on 9 May and Lhakpa brought up 2
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bOllles or oxygen. However, the summit allack schcduled for 10 May was not
altcmpted. The rope, Chrobak-Wroz and Heinrich-Serafin, after spending a
diOicuh night in onc telll decided LO descend down to the Ba e Camp. At this time
scvcral Polish members and both Americans had taken pan in bringing down to
Camp 2 JOlck Olszewski \"ho was indisposed. A new tcam of Brall ki, Pietraszek
and Rogalski then welll up from Base Camp.
ew preparalions for the summit bid staned on 15 May, involving Ihe 2 rope
team, Chrobak-Wroi and thcn Heilll"ich-Olech travelling light from Base, for
whom the upponing learn would prepare Camp 4 and provide it with equipment.
/9 E Chrobak

011

KallgchenjulIga S. main peak beyond (Photo: W. Wr6i.)
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It was decided to attempt another ascent route directly via the sw face, here a
system of snowy banks and gullies gave a good chance whereas the buttress was
exposed to raging winds and had many difficult pinnacles. It was not known
whether they could be by-passed easily. On 18 May Chrobak and Wr6i climbed
400m to the difficult gully and attached fixed wpes and the Sherpas Lhakpa and
Mingma bwught along 4 oxygen bottles. Next day both Poles set out from Camp 4
at about 5am. Climbing with oxygen they quickly passed the fixed ropes, went up
the steep gully and reached the snow-field leading to the crucial pitch, a very
difficult rock wall. After climbing it the route beyond led up to the right via a
spacious field of snow and ice to a 150m high depression of mixed rock and ice.
Here they reached the gap in the S ridge and went several tens of m to the left on to
the summit of Kangchenjunga South. It was 14.15. The same day the summiters
returned in storm and snow-fall to Camp 4.
In that time Janas, Malatynski and Serafin came from Base Camp to Camp 3.
Together with Branski and Rogalski, already operating several days at the high
altitude they formed an insurance team for the summiters and were waiting for the
later chance of attacking Kangchenjunga Central. Branski, Rogalski with Brady,
Tobin and Pawlowski brought provisions on this day to Camp 4 for the second
summit team. But Heinrich and Olech chaRged their minds and decided after
consulting the leader to climb not South but Central Kangchenjunga. This rope was
joined by Branski and supported by Janas and Malatynski.
They all went up from Camp 3 on 21 May and reached the tent left at Camp 4
(7550m) of the Spanish Expedition to Yalung Kang. This expedition followed
the Polish Expedition and after having reached the Great Shelf and established
Camp 4, attacked Kangchenjunga Central instead of the permitted Yalung Kang.
The Spaniards attained on 18 May their highest point (about 8390m according to
their estimation) on the summit head of Kangchenjunga Central. Their Camp 4 was
situated in the lower part of the great couloir coming down from the col between
Main and Kangchenjunga Central. Heinrich and the supporting team ..:arried the
same day (21 May) the oxygen bottles above the Spanish Camp 4 up the couloir.
ext day before 5am Branski, Heinrich and Olech left the Camp and started the
ascent via the 800m high couloir. They had some troubles with the oxygen
equipment but reached the narrowing and steep upper part of the couloir about
Ilam. Here they traversed right to the system of snowy shelves cut by rocks and ribs
below the ridge.They climbed the rocky wall just beneath the ridge and reached the
vast snowy summit at 14.15. During the descent, Branski, who had disorders
due to hypoxia, because his oxygen ran out before the summit, stumbled
dangerously at one point and began to slip down but happily managed to stop.
The expedition had now reached both of its objectives, but the supporting team
wished to repeat the ascent of Kangchenjunga Central. The leader allowed this
reluctantly, however, since there were no climbers in the lower camps and the
spirit of the team after the successes was rather against a further attempt. On 23
May, Janas and Malatynski together with Brady and Mingma reached the Spanish
Camp 4 bringing pwvisions and oxygen. Next day the first team carried oxygen
bottles higher up the couloir. Rogalski and Uchmanski climbed to Camp 4 and
arrived vet)' tired; Rogalski, who had been a long time at high altitudes and had got
throat trouble, was eliminated from participation in the summit bid. On 25 May,
Janas and Malatynski left Camp 4 just after 5am. Fresh snow made the route
tedious and Janas' oxygen mask pwved inefficient. When they came to the upper
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part of the couloir, Base Camp informed them by radio that they had taken about 2
hours longer in ascent in comparison with the first summit team and indicated the
latest time for a safe descent. At 16.20 they were ordered by Base Camp to return.
The attack ended on a small bump on the summit head at 8420m approximately.
On the same day Uchmanski surpassed 8000m in a solo bid.
The conquest of Kangchenjunga South and Central, which are side summits, but
still the 5th and 6th highest mountains of the world, is one of the most brilliant
achievements of Polish Himalayan activity. The expedition was also probably
unique in that it climbed 2 virgin 8-thousanders. The previous Polish national
height record 2 was raised over 400m and 7 expedition members climbed higher
than 8400m, which has happened only twice before in the 40 years history of Polish
Himalayan expeditions.

The members were: Wojciech Branski, Eugeniusz Chrobak, Stanislaw Czerwinski, Andrzej
Heinrich, Marek Janas, Wieslaw Klaput, Marek Malatynski, Piotr Mlotecki (Leader),
Przemyslaw Nowachi, Waldemar Kazimierz 01ech (deputy leader), Jazef Olszewski,
Zbigniew Pawlowski, Andrzej Pietraszek, Marek Rogalski, Jan Serafll1, Grzegorz Siekierski,
Andrzej Skalski, Andrzej Sobolewski, Wojciech Wrai, James Brady, Carl Tobin (both from
Alaska Alpine Club).
On 16 October 1978, this was again improved, when Mrs Wanda Rutkiewicz climbed
Mount Everest during the International Expedition.

Kangchenjunga North Ridge 1979
JoeTasker
In 1979 we seemed to be no further forward, in one sense, than the explorers of the
1920s and 1930s. On Kangchenjunga we were planning to attempt a route which
had been suggested in the 19th Century and first attempted in 1930.
Doug Scatt and Pete Boardman were the founder members of the expedition, I
was invited to go in the autumn of 1977 and Georges Bettembourg, of France, was
contacted around Christmas-time in 1978 to see if he was interested. Four seemed
to be an exciting but reasonable number with which to tackle the mountain. The
question of using oxygen hardly arose except that we agreed that it would be
advisable to take a bottle along for medical use, should the need arise.
Returning to Nepal was like returning home after a holiday abroad, but there
was a certain air of privilege when we left Dharan Bazar for th<;: mountain,
knowing that we were among the first people to be allowed into the area for a long
time. I The approach march was expected to be approximately 2 weeks, all of it a
delight and source of wonder as we had been able to find out so little about it
before we left. The first few days were the best, climbing out of the sweltering plains
to a high level path along the crest of a ridge at 2500m with views of Everest and
Makalu to the left and Kangchenjunga to the right.
In any venture as arduous as mountaineering personalities play a critical part in
the" success or failure. Three of us knew each other fairly well; Georges was as
unknown to us as we to him. His rapid ascent of Broad Peak, with Yannick
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